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SYNOPSIS
ADA FOR MAYOR follows former activist Ada Colau for one year, from her time spent organizing the anti-eviction fight in Barcelona to the day she is sworn-in as its mayor. The intimate
chronicle (featuring Colau’s own video diary) and the privileged access to the inner-workings
of a new citizen platform reveal an extraordinary journey in which two prevalent themes are
united: a historic victory illustrative of the political changes taking place in southern Europe,
and the inner struggle of someone who fears becoming what she has so often questioned.

PAU FAUS
Barcelona, Spain (1974). Architect, activist, visual artist & documentary filmmaker. In 2013,
creates Comando Video, a service for social movements to document their daily work that gives
rise to his first medium-length film Sí se puede. Seven days at the PAH Barcelona (2014) about the
fight against evictions in Spain. ADA FOR MAYOR is his first full-length film. www.paufaus.net
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